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Computer Security

“Can a user depend on the software and
system behaving in a manner that they
expect?”



“AAA”

Authentication
Verifying the identity of an individual…

Authorization
Verifying the privilege of that individual based
upon their identity…

Accountability
Holding an individual to account in the event of a
compromise in security…

Other aspects of security exist
(confidentiality, data integrity, etc.) but these
are the basics…



Books to read before you die…

“Secrets and Lies: Digital Security in a
Networked World” - Bruce Schneier

“The Code Book” – Simon Singh

“Web Security, Privacy and Commerce” –
Simson Garfinkel and Gene Spafford



Grid Definitions

“The Internet is about computers talking to each
other; the Grid is about computers working with
each other” – Tom Hawk, IBM

“Co-ordinated resource sharing and problem solving
in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organizations”
– Ian Foster, Globus Alliance

The critical point is that you’re trying to “do stuff”
across domains that don’t necessarily trust each
other…

A term that you’ll hear a lot about is a Virtual Organisation
(VO): which is a loose collaboration of service or resource
providers working together to achieve a common goal.



Authentication on the Grid

Difficult.

Could establish a ring-fence around the various
resources…

But then you lose flexibility in expanding the VO, it becomes
a  static collaboration.

How do you add in new resources?

How rigorous do you make the screening to allow resources
to be added to the VO (and hence “within the fenced area”)?

How do you establish trust between your site and a remote
one with which you have no relationship?

Shibboleth goes some way to addressing these
issues…



Authorization on the Grid

Much, much more difficult.
You’ve established the identity of a user/client, now
you want to enforce an access control policy…

But how do you design a generic policy that will cover all
possible remote use-cases?
Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) makes the problem
slightly more manageable, but not completely – you still
need to match roles from remote sites to your local policies.
How do you manage conflicts of interest?
How do you match roles that have no similar classification
in your policy (this is the idea of ontologies and data
description – see the OGSA-DAI tutorial…)

No technology has addressed this problem
effectively yet…



Security Assertion Markup Language
(SAML)

An XML standard for exchanging security
information (mainly authN and authZ
assertions) between services and their
clients.

Fairly well-established protocol…

OASIS specification can be found here:
http://www.oasis-open.org/specs/ (under SAML
v2.0)

Good Wikipedia entry tells you more…

OpenSAML implementation:
http://www.opensaml.org/



eXtensible Access Control Markup
Language (XACML)

Similar to SAML but focused on the AuthZ
aspects of security

A language to allow the easy description of
access control policies.
One major benefit is the use of parametric
authorization…

OASIS Specification can be found here:
http://www.oasis-open.org/specs/ (under XACML
v2.0)

Only (?) implementation is by Sun:
http://sunxacml.sourceforge.net/



Technologies

Lots of “solutions”:
Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI)
PERMIS
Shibboleth
Virtual Organisation Membership Service (VOMS)
Akenti
Community Authorization Service (CAS)

There are issues with all of these because of two
major problems:

Software built for something else is being shoe-horned into
the Grid technology space
Because of this, developers tend to misrepresent the tenets
of Grid technology (“Design creep” versus tight deadlines)
with the software



GSI

Globus implementation of Grid Security
Leverages PKI and OpenSSL to achieve
secure transactions between grid services
and their clients
Lots of hard-wired constructs:

Huge, complex libraries must be stored on client-
side
Credentials have to be stored in specific places
Programming secure services is complicated and
prone to error
The grid-map file concept is centralised and not
conducive to building scaleable grids…



PERMIS

“PrivilEge and Role Management
Infrastructure and Standards validation”
Essentially a module that interprets SAML
Takes a SAML assertion from a grid service
(coded using Globus Toolkit)  and compares
against a policy.
Returns an authorization decision
Uses “role-based” access control
More than a look-up table – it defines a
Privilege Management Infrastructure (PMI)



PKI vs. PMI
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PERMIS Architecture



XML Policy



PERMIS Tools: Policy Editor



Target Access Policy
<TargetAccessPolicy>

<TargetAccess ID="studentTeamNAccess">
<RoleList>

<Role Type="permisRole" Value="GlaStudentTeamN"/>
</RoleList>
<TargetList>

<Target Actions="runBLASTN">
<TargetDomain ID="BlastService"/>

</Target>
</TargetList>

</TargetAccess>
<TargetAccess ID="studentTeamPAccess">

<RoleList>
<Role Type="permisRole" Value="GlaStudentTeamP"/>

</RoleList>
<TargetList>

<Target Actions="runBLASTP">
<TargetDomain ID="BlastService"/>

</Target>
</TargetList>

</TargetAccess>
</TargetAccessPolicy>



PERMIS Tools: Privilege
Allocator

Tool to create signed Attribute Certificates:
Standard format, stored in an LDAP directory

Can store roles and/or XML policies



Under the hood…
LDAP

Back-end directory

OpenSSL
Used to set up the PKI certificates that PERMIS
necessarily uses.

XML
Used to describe policy – nice and hierarchical

GSI
Used to secure the calls between service and
policy engine



Limitations

Method-only execution
My personal bug-bear…

Can only run a method, which will then say “yes”
or bomb out with an authorization exception

Big overhead of supporting infrastructure
Need to appreciate the niceties of Globus,
OpenSSL, LDAP…

Lots of scope for things to go wrong…

Not a mature technology yet



Shibboleth

Attribute exchange mechanism that allows
the passing of authentication/authorization
assertions between nodes.

Can set up a distributed trust domain…

Provides a dynamic single sign-on facility to
a “federation” of nodes

This is the most promising step towards
establishing a VO so far (imho)…



Virtual Organisations for Trials and
Epidemiological Studies (VOTES)

Bringing Grid technology to clinical trials and the
medical domain

http://www.nesc.ac.uk/hub/projects/votes

Patient confidentiality, and therefore security, is
paramount...

Have come up with a new Access Control Matrix
method of applying privileged authorization

Bitwise matrix of roles versus privileges

Aggregates the access control policy of the distributed
databases

Adding yet another technology to the landscape…



Resources

PERMIS Home page:
http://sec.isi.salford.ac.uk/permis

OASIS specifications:
http://www.oasis-open.org/specs

Shibboleth
http://shibboleth.internet2.edu/

NeSC support pages (“Grid Security” section):
http://labserv.nesc.gla.ac.uk/projects/etf

http://labserv.nesc.gla.ac.uk/projects/etf/gt4howto/permis.ht
ml

E-mail:
a.stell@nesc.gla.ac.uk


